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An Integral might be characterized as an operation
on a point fimction f(x) generated by a measure function m. For a
given outer measure m^ and corresponding measure m, the only functions
susceptible to this treatment are those which are called measurable
functions. It is the purpose of this study to define such functions
and study some of their properties. This study is an outgrowth of
my course in Real Variables.
The definitions of measurable functions as approached in this
study depend on their associations with Lebesgue measurable sets.
The ground for Lebesgue*a Theory of Measure was prepared by theories
associated with the names of Cantor, Stalz, Harmack, du Bols-Reymond,
Peano, Jordan, Borel and others [8;2]. Today these theories have
little more than historical value. However, as indicated earlier in
this paragraph the extension of measure to all sets measurable in the
Lebesgue sense made possible the introduction of the class of meas->
urable functions. This class of functions forms a very general one.




This work On Measurable Functions will be developed by means
of definitions, propositions and theorems. Some problems will be con¬
sidered as an application of the properties of measurable functions.
We now define concepts and explain symbols and notations which
will be used constantly in this work,
(a) Whenever the word set is used, it will be interpreted to
mean a subset of a given setV. 'l/will be referred to as the uni¬
versal set xmder consideration.
(b) If X is an element ofZ6 the notation
xs s
means that X belongs to S. The negation of this assertion, that is,
the statement that X does not belong to S, will be denoted by
X^S.(c)If S is a finite set it will be written as
S "^X,, X2,**., Xnl.
If S is a denumerable set it will be written as(d)If S and T are subsets ot'Uj the notation SCT or T3S
means that S is a subset of T, that is, that every element of S
belongs to T.(e)^ will denote the null set, that is, the set containing
no elements. For every set S we have
^Csc W
For every element X we have
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(f) 0 Is a function that is identical with zero.
(g) Let S be any class of subsets of The set of all
those elements of Vwhich belong to at least one set of the class S
is called the union of the sets of S; it will be denoted by \J S.
(h) Let S be any class of subsets of The set of all
those elements of which belong to every set of the class S is
called the intersection of the sets of S; it will be denoted by ^S.
(i) The complement of a subset S of Vis the set of all
those elements of W which do not belong to S; it will be denoted by
eS. The operation of forming complements satisfies the following
identities:
s HcS - ; S UeS - V
t4>" u , e(tS) ■ S; eV»
and if SCT then cS
(j) The symbols >, i mean 'greater than* and 'greater than
or equal to,* respectively.
The symbols <, £ mean 'less than' and 'less than or equal to,'
respectively.
(k) € and S are arbitrarily small positive numbers,
(l) 1(1) denotes the length of the interval I.
(m) A relation which holds except in a set of measure zero
(to be defined later) is said to hold almost everywhere; denoted by
a.e.
(n) A function f(x) is finite a.e, in case the set
E[f(x) ■ i is a set of measure zero [2; 182],
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(o) o» means that the measure of ^ is finite*
(p) Let [sji be a sequence of subsets of , The set S of
all those elements of t( which belong to Sn for infinitely many values
of n is called the superior limit of the sequence and is denoted by
S * lin^ Sn
(q) The set ^ of all those elements of V which belong to ^
for all but a finite number of values of n is called the inferior
limit of the sequence and is denoted by(r)If it so happens that
S - S
we shall use the notation
lim,^ S n for this set*
(s) The symbol means implies*
(t) The notation [6;183] is used to give the book and the
page from which the information was taken* The first number refers
to the book in the bibliography, and the second number refers to the




This chapter on Measurable Sets Is a prelude to that on
measurable functions since the definition of the latter depends on
many of the concepts of the former. The purpose of this chapter is
to define the terms measure and measurable sets and to present those
concepts which are inherent in the study of measurable functions.
The notion of measurable sets will be expanded by means of definitions
and theorems.
1, What is measure?
Measure is a generalization of length. The measure of an
interval, open, closed or semiopen, is its length. This notion of
length can be extended to sets which are not intervals: open sets,
closed sets, Borel sets,.... For example, the measure of an open
set is defined to be the sum of the lengths of its component inter¬
vals [9;322]. We can extend this notion by what is known as Lebesgue
measure.
2, Definition of Lebesgue Measure.
In defining Lebesgue measure it is convenient to associate a
non negative number m^(S) with every set S. The number m^CS) will
be called the exterior measure of S.
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Definition 2.1. Let S be any point set, let fin} be a
sequence (finite or infinite) of open intervals I,, whose sum
covers S« If ^ is the sum of the lengths of all the intervals of
fin] , and if fin] is formed in every possible way to cover S, then
the greatest lower bounds of the * s so arising is called the ex¬
terior Lebesgue measure of S, written me(S)* [7;12].
In order to define measurable sets we associate another number
with every set S called the interior measure of S and designated by
m;(S)«
Definition 2..2. Let «[a,b] be the universal set. Let
S be a set such that SCU, then the interior measure, mjCS), is
defined by the formula
m£ (S )■ (b-a) -mft ( *,S) .
We also have that
™i(«.S)»(b-a)-mc(S), [9;323].
We are now able to define a measurable set.
Definition 2.3.1. If m^ (S)s^m((S) for any set S, then the
set S is said to be measurable, and the common value of m; (S) and
m^CS) is called its measure, and is denoted by m(S). [9;323].
The following definitions and theorems may also be taken as
definitions for measurable sets in that they are equivalent forms.
Theorem 2.3.1. S is measurable if and only if
mg(S)+mg (e, S)»m( t/) .
Proof: (i) If S is measurable, then me(S)-hne(fcS)«m( W).




me(S)-m (V) ““eCfcS ) .
Therefore,
nit(S)-hq*(cS)-in( l/).





Therefore, S Is measurable.
Q.E.D.
Definition 2.3.2. S Is measurable If and only If for every
6 >0f there exists open sets A and B containing S and cS, respectively
such that m(A)-hii(B)< m(^)+£. [10;n.p. ].
Proposition 2.1. If A and B are two sets such that ACB, then
m^(A) S mg (B).
Theorem 2.3.2. The set S Is measurable If and only If for
every ( >a, there exists a closed setCCs such that
m(C)> m^(S)“ €.
Proof; (1) From definition 2.3.2, for every 670, S Is measurable
If and only If there exists open sets A and B containing
S and e S, respectively such that
m(A)-hn(B) < m( Tl)+ € «
Let 0(B. Since B^^S therefore C CS, also C Is closed








then, m(A) < m(C)+ 6 .
By hypothesis SCA.*
Hence by Proposition 2.1
mg (S) ^ mg(A)‘»m(A) .
Since m(A) c m(C)+
™e(S) < m(C)+€
i.e., mg(S)-6<m(C)
or, m(C) >mg(S)-€ .
(ii) Suppose for every €7’0f there exists a closed set C CS
such that
m(C)> mg(S)-^.
Let B=«c.C# then B is open and B I?c.S.
Hence, (a) m(B)+m(C)»m(V). There exists an open set
A3 S such that
(b) m(A) 4 me(S)+^.
Combining (a) and (b) we get
m(A)4m(B) 4mg(S)+^+m(‘Z^ )“m(C)
^ then, m(A)-hn(B)4 m(
Hence, m(A)4m(B)4 m( t^)+C •
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Therefore, there exists open sets A and B containing
S and eS, respectively such that
ni(A)+m(B) < m(
Therefore S is measurable.
Q.E.D.
Proposition 2.2. If the set S is measurable then is also
measurable.
Proof: From definition 2.2, mj(cS)*m(V)-mg(S). If S is measurable
then m-j(S)“m^(S), it follows that mj-(tS)=me,(<.S).
Hence, cS is measurable, and m(S)-hn(£S)"m(2^). [9;323].
Q.E.D.
3. Special Types of Measurable Sets.
There are certain special sets that are measurable. This
Includes sets of exterior measure zero, denumerable sets, open sets,
closed sets.
Theorem 3.1. A set of exterior measure zero is always
measurable.
Proof: Given mg(S)«0. cS is a proper subset of then
(1) me(cS)i m(t<).
But mg(S)+ m£(£S) ^ m( TC)
so that
(il) m*(j^S)im(^).
Therefore, from (i) and (ii) it follows that mg(4S)»m(2^).




Therefore, m-(S)«me_(S) and S Is measurable.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 3.2. The measure of any set consisting of a single
element Is zero.
Proof: Let 6 >^. For every € we can find an interval I such that
for 1(1)<6.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 3.3. The measure of any set consisting of a finite
number of elements is zero.
Proof: Let S"fx, , Xn].
Then S- £x,JiyfxJL/ ...U^Xi/ .
Therefore, mg(S)“me£x?^ioe £Xjl,..., X]^ ,
Since {x,} is a set consisting of a single element it has
exterior measure zero.
So that nie(S)«mefX;i,..., Xq^ Xq^.
By analogous reasoning we have me(S)«mt^J^,..., Xjj^.




Theorem 3.4. Every denumerable set D is of measure zero.
Let , X;^,,.., Xn,...}. The measure of eachfxj is
zero since it is a set of a single element, l.e., for€>^
and every Xn there exists a covering of Xn such that
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There exists a covering such that
the length of such intervals
+•••+5+?+»**" 6 »
Therefore, D has measure zero.
Q. E. D.
Theorem 3,5. Every open set G is measurable
Proofj If G is an open set, it is the sum of a denumerable collection
I,, li,.*., of disjoint Intervals In: f x|X£[a«,bi. j »
[5;18].
The measure of a sequence of intervals is the sum of the
length of each interval. Hence, the measure of I,, Iz^..., In,
is "^mCln).
M
Therefore we see that the measure of an open set is the sum of
the lengths of its Intervals*
Q. E« D*
Corollary 3,5.1. Every closed set F is measurable.
Proof: F is the complement of an open set G and so F is measurable.
Q.E.D.
Remarks: Borel sets are obtained by the union and the inter¬
section of a denumerable number of open and closed sets, respectively.
All these sets are measurable. [lOxn.p.].
Theorem 3,6. The null set is measurable.
Proof: The null set 4> is both a closed and an open set.
Hence, ^ is measurable.
Q.E.D.
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From the preceding theorems and from the definition of measure
the following is a partial list of measurable sets:
1* the null set
2* the set consisting of a single element
3« the set consisting of a finite number of elements
4. a denumerable set
5. Intervals
6* closed sets




Measurable functions are defined In terms of the measurability
of their associated sets*
1. Sets Associated with A Function
Let f(x) be a function defined on a set S. A nximber of sets
may be associated with f(x).
Let 7 be any real number. One set associated with f(x) Is the
set of points x£S for which f(x)<.7 • Other subsets of S associated
with f(x) are those for which f(x)>7, f(x)*7, f(x)>7, f(x)«7and
**^i^7ithe sets for which 7,<f (x)<7i, 7/etc. The sets will
be designated as E[f(x)<‘7], E[f(x)>7], E[f(x)i7], E[7, (x)^7e], etc,
[2;81],
2, Definition
Definition 2,1, A function f(x) defined on a measurable set
S, is said to be measurable if and only if the set E[f(x)^7] meas¬
urable for every real number 7 * [9;182]*
There are several equivalent definitions. Among them we find
the following: If f(x) is defined on a measurable set S, then each of
the following conditions is necessary and sufficient in order that
f(x) is measurable on S*
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(a) E[f(x)>7] is measurable for all 7.
(b) E[f(x)-7] is measurable for all "J.
(c) E[f(x)<-*1] is measurable for all 7 •
(d) E[^Jf(x)>7] is measurable for all t and all 7.
(e) E[J> f(x)571 is measurable for all f and all7.
(We could state two more necessary and sufficient conditions
by replacing ^ by after the number ( in (d) and (e)).
Suppose f(x) is measurable. The set E[f(x)77l is the sum of
the sets E[f(x)ir] for all rational numbers r>7. For if 7««®and
f(x)>'7, there is a rational nuinber r such that f(x)JIr>^ and so x is
in E[f(x)>r]; and if x is in some one of the sets E[f(x)2r], say
E[f (x)ir^ ], then f(x)tr^>78o x is in E[f(x)77]. If the set
E[f(x)>7] is empty and there are no r>7> so the equality of Ef(x)7 7]
and L/E[f(x)4r], r>7 is still valid. Each of the sets E[f(x)2:r] is
measurable by hypothesis (definition 2.1), and there are at most
denumerably many of them because the rationale are denumerable, so
their sum E[f(x)>7] is measurable. Thus if f(x) is measurable (a)
is satisfied.
Suppose that (a) is satisfied. For every 7 we have E[f(x)£7]»
j^E[f(x)>7]. But E[f(x)?7] is measurable for every 7 therefore its
complement is measurable, hence E[f(x)^7] is measurable. Therefore,
if (a) is satisfied so is (b).
Suppose (b) is satisfied. If in the proof of (a) we replace
the signs i,7by £ , ^ respectively and replace a? by -<», we have a
proof that (c) is satisfied.
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Suppose that (c) is satisfied. Then for every *7 the set
E[f(x)^T] is measurable. But E[f(x)2^«^E[f(x)4'7], so that E[f(x)i7]
is measurable for every V f and so f(x) is measurable.
Summing up what has been done thus far, we have shown that the
measurability of f(x) implies the holding of (a) which implies the
holding of (b) which implies the holding of (c) which in turn implies
the measurability of f(x). Hence, the measurability of f(x) is
equivalent to (a) and (b) and to (c).
If f(x) is measurable, then for every \ and Y the sets
E[f(x)>"l] and E[f(x)f f] are measurable, by conditions (a) and (b)
respectively. Hence their intersection E[7>f(x)?l] is measurable.
Conversely, if E[t2f (x^^] is measurable for all T. and /^, then by
setting^ we find that E[f(x)>‘7] is measurable for each ^ .
This is condition (a), equivalent to measurability, so that condition
(d) is equivalent to measurability.
If in the preceding paragraph we replace ^ by ^ and replace
the words "condition (a)'* by "the definition of measurability of
f(x)" we have a proof that (e) is equivalent to the measurability
of f(x). [5;119].
3. Simple Properties of Measurable Functions
Proposition I. If f(x) is measurable, then:
(a) “f(x) is measurable.
(b) cf(x) is measurable.
(c) [f(x)]^ is measurable.
(d) —JL. is measurable,
f (x)
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(e) f(x)+c is measurable*
(f) Is measurable.
(g) and f"(x) are measurable*
Proof of Proposition I.
Pt1(a)* If f(x) is measurable, -f(x) is measurable*
For every real number7 E[-f (x)iT]»E[f (x)-“71 which is a
measurable set. Therefore, “f(x) is measurable*
Pi1(b)* If f(x) is measurable, cf(x) is measurable*
For C“0, this is obvious* Suppose c*0* Then for every 7
^[cf (x)>T]«»E[f (x)f’7c“l] which is measurable*
if oO then as we have just seen (-c)f(x) is measurable and
therefore so is (-1)(-c)f(x)»cf(x)* [5}122]*
2




Both E[f(x)>-V7] and E[f(x)i»/^] are measurable sets, hence
E[[f(x)]2^73 is a measurable set* Therefore [f(x)]^ is
measurable*
Pi1(e)* If f(x) is measurable, f(x)+c is measurable*
For every real number 7 E[f (x)+c27]*E[f (x)2. 7where
7, »7-c, is measurable. Therefore, f(x)+c is measurable.
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Pi1(f). If f(x) is measurable, / fw/ Is measurable.
Por every real number7-0.
E[ / f (x)f -c7 ]"E[ f (x)>-f]/) E[ f (x)-f;j]
«[-^<f(x)<J?] which is a measurable set.
Hence, jf(x)/ is measurable.
Pi 1(g). If f(x) is measurable, f^x) and f(x) are measurable.
f+ (x) "nnaxC f (x) , 0]
f“ (x)“max[-f (x) , 0\
f+(x)+f”(x)“|f(x)| * |f(x)^ is measurable from Pil(f).
Since |f(x)^ is measurable f^(x) and f**(x) are measurable.
Therefore, if f(x) is measurable, then so are -f(x), cf(x),
[f(x)]f 1_ , f(x)+c, /f(x)/, f+(x) and f“(x).
f(x)
Q.E.D.
Proposition II. If f(x) and g(x) are measurable functions,
then (a) max(f(x),g(x)) and min(f(x),g(x)) are measurable.
(b) f(x)^(x) is a measurable function,
(c) f(x)»g(x) is measurable.
Proof of Proposition II.
Pi2(a). If f(x) and g(x) are measurable functions, then max(f(x),g(x))
and min(f(x),g(x)) are measurable.
For every real number T
E[max(f(x),g(x))>7]-E[f(x)?7]/? E[g(x)27].
Both E[f(x)it*7] E[g(x)i7] are measurable sets, hence
E[max(f(x),g(x))27] is a measurable set. Therefore,
max(f(x),g(x)) is measurable.
The proof of min(f(x),g(x)) is similar.
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P;2(b)«, If f(x) and g(x) are measurable functions, then f(x)+g(x) is
a measurable function.
We need the follcwing lemma.
Lemmai If f(x) and g(x) are measurable functions, then
E[f(x)>g(x)] is measurable. If f(x)>g(x), there exists a
rational number r such that f(x)>r^(x). Hence,
E[f(x)^g(x)]«^E[f(x)>r]/lE[g(x)<r] where r runs through all
rational numbers. Each set on the right is a measurable set;
hence E[f(x)>g(x)] is measurable. This proves the lemma.
[9}331].
Now let 7 be a real number* The set E[f (x)^(x)?71"
E[f (x)?7+g(x)]. But 7 +8(x) is a measurable function so that
by the lemma, this set is measurable. Therefore f(x)+g(x)
is measurable.
Pt2(c). If f(x) and g(x) are measurable functions, f(x)»g(x) is
measurable.
f(x)-g(x)»%[[f(x)4g(x)]^-[f(x)-g(x)]^. Since [f(x)+g(x)]^
and [f(x)-g(x)]^ are measurable, f(x)»g(x) is measurable.
Therefore, if f(x) and g(x) are measurable functions then so
are max(f(x),g(x)), min(f(x),g(x)), f(x)+g(x) and f(x)*g(x).
Q.E.D.
Proposition III, Ifffn(x)J is a sequence of measurable functions
on some common domain, then
(a) sup^ measurable.
(b) lim^frx(x) and 11m.. fn(x) are measurable.
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(c) llm^ ^n(^) measurable*
(d) If linifl f„(x)»fo(x)[a*e*], f^Cx) is measurable.
Proof of Proposition III*
P:3(a)* If /f»,(x)/ is a sequence of measurable functions on some common
domain, then sup^ f/iW measurable functions*




So that In^, fn(x) is a measurable function*
P;3(b)* If is a sequence of measurable functions on some




which are measurable* Therefore, lim^f^ (x) and llm^fjt(x)
are measurable*
Pi 3(c), If ffn(x)/ is a sequence of measurable functions on some
common domain, then llii^^(x) is measurable*
It follows from P:3(b) that E[lim » f^yCx)”!^^ f„(x)] is a
measurable set whenever ^:^(x)^ is a sequence of measurable
function* Hence, lim^ ffj(x) defined in an obvious way on
this set, is a measurable function* [6;152]*
P:3(d), Ifif^(x)J is a sequence of measurable functions on some
common domain and if lim„ f ;j(x)»*fo (x) [a*e*] , then f^Cx)
is a measurable function*
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The values of (x) for x in the exceptional set of measure
zero are immaterial^ since every subset of a set of measure
zero is measurable. For other values of x, f^(x)«lim „ f,(x)
and the result follows, [6;145],
Therefore, if {^f»(x)J is a sequence of measurable functions on
some common domain, then so are sup„ f„(x), infnf/i(x),
lim,, f„(x), lim^^ f„(x), lim,jf„(x) and the function f^Cx)
where llm„ f„(x)=»f^(x) [a,e.],
Q,£,D.
4. Special Types of Measurable Functions
Proposition 4,1, The characteristic function of a measurable
set is measurable.
Proof: The characteristic function of a set S is the function
fj(x) defined in the following way:
fj(x)»l if xcS
f5(x)"0 if xfig.
Since S is measurable, ^S is measurable and the result follows
trivially.
Q,£,D*
Proposition 4,2, A continuous function is measurable.
Proof: A function f(x) is continuous on a set S, if and only
if for every real number7 , the sets EEfCx)^^] and E[f(x)£7!I
closed sets.
So that if f(x) is continuous the set E[f(x)T7l 1® closed
and is therefore measurable.
Q.E.D.
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Remarks! The converse of Proposition 4«.2 is not true.
Consider the characteristic function of the set of irrational numbers,
this is discontinuous everywhere.
Proposition 4,3, The ordinary functions of analysis are
measurable.
An ordinary function of analysis is a function f(x) satisfying
the following three conditions:
(1) The function is continuous almost everywhere.
(2) The function is differentiable almost everywhere such that
at the points where the derivative does not exist defi¬
nite derivatives on the right and on the left exist,
(3) The function must be in general monotone with reference
to every possible axis which may be employed for the
meastirement of abscissae, [4} 391],
All of the ordinary fxinctlons of analysis may be obtained by limiting
processes from continuous functions, and so are measurable. The same
thing is true of some of the more artificial functions, Por example,
11m {cos mi TTxj is the limit of a continuous function and is equal
to 1 if mix is an integer, and otherwise is zero. If x is rational,
mix is an Integer if m is large enough.
Hence, f(x)«»lim lim -Tcos mi t^xj* is equal to 1 if x is
rational, and to 0 otherwise, [9>332],
Proposition 4,4, Every Balre function is measurable.
ProofI If f(x) is a Baire function, then for every real
number the set E[f(x)>71 is a Borel set and so is measurable*
Q.E.D
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Proposition 4«5» A Simple Function Is measurable.
Proof! A Function f(x) Is defined to be a simple function If
V can be decomposed Into a finite or denumerable number of disjoint
measurable sets A, ^ A2.;*«*such that f(x)«Cj( If X€A|^ [10{n.p*].
Clearly, by definition a simple function is measurable.
Q.E.D.
Summary List of Special Tjrpes of Measurable Functions
1. Characteristic Function of a Measurable Set
2* Continuous Functions
3. Ordinary Functions of Analysis
4. Baire Functions
5. Simple Functions
5. Solutions of Problems
1* Show that if f(x) and g(x) are measurable and g(x):^0
everwhere then .l-C-). is measurable. [2;187].
g(x)
Solution:
Since g(x) is measurable, by P:l(d) —. . is measurable. By
gCx)
P:2(c) the product of two measurable functions Is measurable. There¬
fore Is measurable.
g(x)
2. Show that if f(x) is measurable, then for every real
number'7, the set E[f(x)“71 is measurable. [lOjn.p.].
Solution!
Since f(x) is measurable, for everyE[f(x)>7] Is valid.
Observe: E[f (x)>7]“E[f(x))7] L/E[f(x)«7]« Since the left hand
side is measurable so is the right. Thus E[f(x)»«7] ^s measurable.
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3* Show that if f(x) and g(x) are measurable functions, then
E[f(x)»g(x)] Is a measurable set. [6;152]*
Solution:
If f(x)=»g(x), there exists a rational number r such that
f (x)"r"g (x) . Hence,
E[ f (x)«g (x) ]»J{[E[ f (x)»r]AE[ g (x)-r]]
where r mins through all the rational numbers* Each set on the right
is measurable (from problem above). Hence E[f(x)»g(x)] is a measurable
set*
4* If f(x) is measurable show that e^^*) is measurable*
[2}187l*
Solution:
For 7 i 0
E[ef ]e^ E[f (x) i log"l] which is a measurable set.
For 7^0
E[ef(x)c1]=^E[f(x)i: log7]»<> which is measurable*
Therefore, is measurable for every 7 *




E[efCx)+g(x)<jr ]->E[f (x)+g(x) ^ log 7]
■ E[f (x) 2. log7-g(x)l which is measurable.
For 7/: 0
££ef (x)4g(x)^ y ]=^E[f (x)+g(x) ^ log7]» ^ which is measurable.
Therefore is measurable for every.
24




E[sin[f(x)]<.'7]« E[f(x) c sin-l?]*
sin-17 which is a denumerable set. There exists,
.such that sin“17“ “1, 2,....
Hence, we have a sequence of sets each one measurable, so that
sin'-ly is measurable for every "7 . Hence, sin f(x) is
measurable.
7. Show that if f(x) is a measurable function and if g(x)»
f(x)[a.e*], then g(x) is measurable. [6}154J.
Solution!
g(x)=»f(x)ta.e,] means that the set S where g(x)7^f(x) that
m(S)'»0. This fact and the proof of problem 3 yield the
result
CHAPTER IV
TOPICS ON MEASURABLE FUNCTIONS
In the study of functions the concepts of convergence and
continuity play an important role. In this chapter we want to see
how these concepts relate themselves to measurable functions. The
chapter is divided into two sections.
I
1. Uniform. Almost Uniform and Almost Everywhere Convergence
In this section we want to use the concept of measure to give
several useful definitions of the notion of limit of a sequence of
measurable functions.
We shall write lim f^(x)»f*(x)[ ] and place in the brackets
an abbreviation which will indicate the type of convergence we have
in mind. For example, the statements lim f^ (x)«f^(x)[a.e.], lijp f/,(x)=»
f^(x)[unif.] and lii]j f„ (x)='f j(x)[a. un.] mean almost everywhere con¬
vergence, uniform convergence and almost uniform convergence,
respectively.
The notions of convergence discussed here applies to a sequence
of functions on a set, not to a sequence of function values at a point.
We shall assume in each discussion that and m are given where
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Is the vinlversal set and m is measure. We also assiane that each
function or f*(x) is finite a.e.
Let us first consider the definitions of uniform convergence,
convergence almost everywhere and almost uniform convergence. Then
we shall look into the Implications of these definitions*
Definition 1*1. The sequence of functions £f„(x)l is said to converge
uniformly to f»(x) if for every £2 0 there corresponds an
integer n© such that if n>n^ then
J f„ (x)-fa (xV ^ 6 for every x e 2^. We write lim f^^ (x)»
fp(x)[unif.]. [6;220],
Definition 1.2» The sequence of functions (x)? is said to converge
almost everywhere to f4,(x) if there exists a set S such that
m(cS)»0 and such that to every ordered pair (€, x) where 6>0
and xtS there corresponds an integer n^ such that if n>n^
then /fn(x)-fa(x^ < 6•
We write li^ f,,(x)»ffl(x)[a.e*]. [6}220]. Convergence [a.e,]
may be described by saying there exists a set S such that
m(cS)«0 and such that liip, fn(x)«f<,(x) for each xcS.
Definition 1*3. The sequence of functions jff»i(x)f converges almost
uniformly to f©(x) if for every there corresponds a set S
such that m(cS)ii€ and such that lim fn(x)=f|,(x)[unif.] on S.
We write lija f„(x)»ffl(x) [a. un.]. [6;220].
Now let us look into the implications of these concepts.
Implication 1. Convergence [unif.] implies convergence [a, un*].
It is obvious from definition that if lim f,, (x)a>ffl (x) [unif,]
that lim f^(x)«f*(x) [a, un.].
Q.E.Di
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Implication 2«, Convergence [a. un«] Implies convergence [a*e,].
If convergence falls on a set of exterior measure S>0^ then
obviously forces there cannot be uniform convergence on a set
S such that m(cS)^e« That Is, convergence [a, un.] always
Implies convergence [a*e*].
Q.E*D.
Implication 3» Convergence [a.e.] Implies convergence [a* unlf*].
We shall need the following theorem.
Theorem (of Egoroff)» If a sequence of measurable functions
converge to a finite limit on a set ^, then It converges
almost vinlformly on the set
Now, If each fn(x) Is measurable and If m(t/)<oothen Egoroffs
theorem gives us the result.
The restriction m(l/.) ^ <x> Is essential. If and If m Is
Lebesgue measure, then the sequence f(x) defined by fn(x)=x’^
shows that convergence [a, un,] does not Imply convergence
[unlf,],
2, Convergence In Measure
A sequence ^fn(x)J of measurable functions converges In
measure to fpCx) If to every ordered pair (€,7) ot positive numbers
there corresponds an Integer n^ such that If n>n,, then
I fn(x)-f, (x)/We write llqj fn(x)=ffl(x) [meas,].m
We want to Investigate the relation of convergence [meas.] to
other types of convergence. First, let us note the familiar properties
of the notion of a limit that this type of convergence has.
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Theorem 2»1» If liig fn(x)»fo(x) [meas*] and if liuj, gn(x)=g<,(x)[meas*],
then lin^ (fn (x)+g p(x) )«=^o (x)+go (x)} [meas*]•
Proof: Given anye>0
/ fn(x)+gn(x)-fo(x)-go(xy i/fn(x)-fo (x)| + /gn(x)-g« (x)/
so that
^xj Ifn(x)+gn(x)-f^(x)-g^(x)/ > € J
(2 [x/ i fn(x)-f<,(x)/ > f:}i/{x I /gn(x)-g, (x)/ 2
/fn(x)-f,(x)/>|;^<7also m^/ /gn(x)-g,(x)/> fj* 7
therefore m/x/ /fn(x)+gn(x)-f„(x)-g^(x)/> ^
Q*E.D.
Theorem 2«,2« If lii^ fn(x)«fg(x) [meas.], if
lim gn(x)=ga(x) [meas.] and if m(y)<09 then
lirj^ fn(x) gn(x)= ^(|f)gj,(x) [meas.].
Proof: We shall need the following lemmas. Let©be the ftmction
which is identically zero.
Lemma 2.2.1. If liij^ fn(x)*« S [meas.] and if
lii^ gn(x)-© [meas*] then linj)^ fn(x)gn(x)“ & [meas*]*
This follows immediately from the fact that
{x/ /fn(x)gn(x)/>e/c/x/ /fn(x)/>l/fc/C/fx/ lgn(,x){
Lemma 2.2.2. If lii^^ fn(x)» ^[meas*], if g^(x) is measurable,
and if then liijj fn(x)g^(x)'“(s)[meas.]*
Since we are assuming that go(x) is finite,a,e., and since
then limm-{x/ /goCxV^A?/ =0. [6;83]* So, given
7>0 there is a such that “•{x| |gtf (x)|2/fj<J.
Given6^0,
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[xl /fn(x)g,(x)| - ^/C-^ / /fn(x]l - A^tf^Z/goCx)/
The result now follows.
Note that
fn (x)gn (x)-fo (x)g ^^(x)- (fn (x)-f ^(x) ) (gn (x) -g ^Cx) )
+f o(x) (gn(x)-g o(x) )+g j,(x) (fn (x)-f« (x) )
Now applying the two lemmas and Theorem 2*1 the result
follows.
Q.E.D.
Let us consider now the relation between convergence [meas.]
and convergence [a.e.].
Theorem 2.3. If fn(x) is a sequence of measurable functions, if
and if li|tt fn(x)«f^(x)[a.e.], then
lim fn(x)»:^ (x) [meas.]*
ProofJ It is obvious that convergence [a. un.] implies convergence
[meas.] so the result follows from Egoroff's theorem.
Q.E.D.
The converse of the preceding theorem is not true. We can see
this in the following example.
Let m be Lebesgue measure in the unit interval, and let {Sn]
be a sequence of intervals such that m^SnJ*^* Let these
intervals be laid end to end, lapping back when they reach
the end of the unit interval (see Fig. 1). Since^a
each point in [0,1] is an infinite number of these Intervals;
so setting fn(x)*Cs , we have that for no x£[0,l] does





2* Approximate Continuity and Continuity
In this section we want to define continuity and approximate
continuity for measurable functions.
First, let us discuss the concept of Metric Density which
will be used in the definition of approximate continuity,
2.1 Metric Density
We shall define metric density of a set S at a point x. In
order to do this we must first define the relative measure of S in an
inteinral I.
Definition 2.1,1, If S is a measurable set and I an open interval,
the relative measure of S in I is given by the number ,
1(1)
We designate the relative measure of S in I by We
observe that relative measure is an interval function such
that 0
Definition 2,1.2, Let S be a measurable set and x a real number.
For every positive integer n, let
4?,(x)"'sup[4>(I) j xtl, 1(1)^^], and
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$n(x)=«inf[4^I) i x£l, 1(I)^a],
And let ^(x) "1 n (x) , and ^ (x)■! (x) •
Definition 2«1«3» The numbersand$(x) are called the upper metric
density and the lower metric density of S at x^ respectively.
Definition 2.1.4. If ‘t*(x)«^x) the metric density of S is said to
exist at x and the number <l?(x)=.4Xx)-^(x) is called the metric
density of S at x.
The following are propositions and theorems that will be needed
in the section on Approximate Continuity. These will not be proved.
Proposition 2.1.1. Por every measurable set S and real number x,
0 £:^(x)5^(x)£:/.
Proposition 2.1.2. For a measurable set S and real nimiber x if
<>(x)«0 the metric density of S exists and is equal to 0 at x,
and if ^(x)“l the metric density of S exists and is equal to
1 at X.
Proposition 2.1.3. If S is measurable and the metric density of S
exists at x then the metric density of cS exists at x and the
sum of the two metric densities is equal to 1.
Theorem 2.1.1. [Lebesgue Density Theorem.]
If S is measurable, the metric density of S exists and is
equal to 0 or 1 at every point, except for a set of measure
zero*
2.2. Approximate Continuity and Continuity
Definition 2.2.1. A measurable function f(x) is said to be approxi¬
mately continuous at C if for every pair of real numbers and
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'VjL such that <■ f( f )<.7a, the set X.] has metric
density 1 at ^ .
The following two definitions are equivalent forms of
definitions 2*2*1.
Definition 2«2«2« f(x) is said to be approximately continuous at X
if for every C>Othe set £[ (f (x)-f ( f )|<6] has metric density
1 at f .
Definition 2»2»3« f(x) is said to be approximately continuous at ^
if for every pair of rational nuinbera r, and r^ such that
r, 4.f(t)<Vi the set E[r,< f (x) has metric density 1 at •
Definition 2.2»4» A function f(x) is said to be continuous at ^ if
for every there is a neighborhood 1 of ^ such that for
every x£l, | f (x)-f (f )|^€ .
Implication 2»2«1« If f(x) is continuous at f then f(x) is approxi¬
mately continuous at ^ .
Proof: Since f(x) is continuous, for€>Othe set E[ lf(x)-f(f)|
contains a neighborhood of . Since the set contains a
neighborhood of t it has metric density 1 at f • Therefore,
by definition 2.2*2 f(x) is approximately continuous.
Q.E.D.
The converse of this implication is not true. Consider the
function obtained as follows:
First, from each interval
(—i— , n"l, 2, •*•n+1 n
remove a subinterval of length
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1 t- i (1 -
n2(i]rt-l) n n n+1
Let S denote the union of all the interval so removed and let
f(x)«l, xeS
f(x)<='0, x€cS
Define the function in the interval [-1,0], At the point
x"0, this function is Approximately Continuous but not Continuous,
Theorem 2,2.1, If f(x) is measurable then it is approximately continu¬
ous almost ever3rwhere.
ProofJ Let S be the set of points at which f(x) is not Approximately
Continuous, For every f£S there are rational numbers r, and r^
such that r,^ fCOtr^^and E[r, if (x)<t.rJ has lower metric
density less than 1 at ^ * For every pair of rational numbers
r, and rj^with r,irj_let Sj;, r^, be the set of points in
E[r,i f (x)z.rj.] for which E[r,i f (x)4.rj^3 has lower metric
density 1, Then S» Usx,,TC^f where the union is over all pairs
r, , r,_ of rational numbers such that r, •^rj,. But each set
is of measure zero, by Lebesgue Density Theorem, and
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